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Borderlands 2 mouse sensitivity

SelectedGame.gameDescription (selected byGame.publicDescription) you can match the sensitivity of the mouse between Borderlands and another game by entering your sensitivity in the game above and selecting the target game. Our sens converter will do the rest. Additionally, insert the dpi mouse into the final box to see the p/360cm distance (i.e. the
mouse movement required for a 360 degree turn). Also, if you want to improve your goal in Borderlands, try a free Aiming.Pro aim. Forums of BeyondUnreal games, started by LivingPuppet, launched on August 30, 2011. (You must log in or register to respond here.) Forums of the BeyondUnreal zgt; Games of borderlands 2 (PC/Mac/Linux) Borderlands 2
Technical support The lowest-in-game sensitivity of the default 10 mouse is still too high for me to play comfortably. Changing control panel settings affects sensitivity in the menu, but not in the game. I know that a thread on this topic exists in this forum, but it does not offer much help to others with the same problem. I searched the internet and found
possible solutions on the unaffordable stream. I also read that the editor hex or cheat the engine possible solutions. I'm not very tech savvy so these options are hard for me to understand (like python scripts, offsets, hexs). I'm willing to try them though. Any help is valued. Hopefully it will be seen how I really want to play. If I'm missing something, the fastest
mouse speed is 100, which is too sensitive. I have mine at 35 using logitech G Pro, no running software. I might recommend trying different, common mice to compare if you're using a gaming mouse. Also, do you run any software? I'm not sure what you mean by software, but I don't run anything that would change my sensitivity. My DPI is 1000, which is a
contributing factor, but I'm looking for ways to reduce sensitivity without changing the mouse. The 1000 is also the lowest DPI option on the mouse I use. At worst, I'll get used to higher sensitivity. Hello everyone, I'm Daniel Brain's new member of this forum. I don't understand what kind of software you're talking about, but I also don't use anything to change
my sensitivity. My mouse speed is 100. I have a Razer Deathadder Chroma. I like my mouse. DPI my mouse is 10,000 I have the same problem. I have an 800dpi on my mouse and I like to set my sensitivity to 3 ingame because it is the equivalent of sens I use in any other FPS (which is not that low). Don't have the ability on my mouse to set the DPI at a
lower value than 400, which is not low enough. I'd love to play, but it's high for me. You can try to change this value to your liking: C: Users your name Documents My gamesBorderlands 2WillowGameConfig'WillowInput.ini MouseSensitivity 60.0 I tried that and it does not work even if I enter a value above 10. It's This. up to 60.0 in that config after the game's
launch and closing, even if it's set to be something else in the ingame options menu. Have you tried to change the value, save and then install the file as read only? Hello, is there a way to install mouse sens under 10? I put on my mouse a minimum DPI 400, but it's still so fast for me. Thank you in advance! Have you tried to open WillowInput.ini and change
MouseSensitivity to a number lower than 10? Edited by MadeUpName92, April 30, 2019 - 5:35 AM. Yes, I tried, but nothing, same sensitivity.  Edited by Csokibacsika, 03 May 2019 - 10:58 AM. Is the mouse accelerating off? Yes, I turned it off, but it's still okay. Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling,
or rude) messages. Is the mouse's sensitivity too high or too low? Here's THE FIX Open WillowInput.ini in Documents My Games Borderlands Game of the Year WillowGame ConfigBead the last set of key bins in the section WillowGame.WillowPlayerInput add the following:; Mouse Sensitivity Snaps (Name F9, Command setSensitivity 15.00
setSensitivityVertical 15.00 SetScopedSensitivity 10.00 Now, while in the game, just tap F9 or any key you replaced it to set custom mouse sensitivity. But works. Edit: Best wording and changed to single binding button thanks to user UnicarnEdit 2: If it won't work for you, try adding a keyboard in the Engine section.PlayerInput instead. Home Forums
Calculator - Converter Supported Games Borderlands 2 Home Forums Calculator - Converter Supported Games Borderlands 2 My Mouse Sensitivity should be 8 instead of 10 (slider only goes to 1 0), and my DPI doesn't go lower than 400. Page 2Posted byu / 'removed' 3 years ago 3 comments It's too high I need to play on 100DPI with insane pixel
skipping to get the overall sensitivity I want. I tried to change the config files, maybe do it wrong, but nothing is mandatory to reduce the sens in the game. Can anyone direct me to an actual fix? Mine is too high at 10, even with very low DPI. Why increments 5, not 1? Why aren't there separate sliders for scaling and ADS? WE NEED THESE THINGS TO
MAINTAIN MUSCLE MEMORY ! Page 2 6 comments borderlands 2 mouse sensitivity console command. borderlands 2 mouse sensitivity too high. borderlands 2 mouse sensitivity mod. borderlands 2 mouse sensitivity under 10. borderlands 2 mouse sensitivity calculator. borderlands 2 mouse sensitivity less than 10. borderlands 2 mouse sensitivity fix.
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